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Chairman’s view 
This month the entire gliding community is remembering Derek 
Piggott who died on 6th January at the age of 96. His extraordinary 

achievements are too numerous to list 
here, not the least of which was 
completing a 500k Nationals task at the 
age of 85 and breaking the UK height 
record with a climb to 25,000ft in a cunim 
(best to go to Aboyne for a wave climb 
these days). All over the world glider 
pilots will be marking the passing of a 
giant of the gliding movement. 
 

 
We also lost a Booker member on 31st December, Norman Woodward; an appreciation 
appears below. 
 
Here at Booker the weather gods have been kind in the weeks over Christmas and the new 
year, giving us plenty of excellent training weather. Our winter lecture programme has 
already started and runs until 9th March. Several of these lectures cover important parts of 
the Bronze badge syllabus, so if you're looking to get your Bronze in the 2019 season make 
sure you're familiar with the lecture programme and be there! Lectures start at 10.00 in the 
clubhouse on Saturday mornings. But don't forget the lectures cover many other subjects of 
importance for more experienced pilots and a refresher on the principles never did anyone 
any harm. 
 
Of course, getting a Bronze is just one of many goals in gliding. And this is the time of year 
to be goal setting. It's surprising how setting a goal and working out the path towards it 
hugely improves your chance of achieving it.  First set out the big goal 
for the coming season - Silver badge, first cross country, first 500, 
instructor rating, whatever - and then work out what steps you need to 
take to achieve it. For example, learning how to work your nav kit to 
record a height claim, or how to program an XC badge task. Are your 
batteries in good shape, do you have a drinking water system, is your 
flarm up to date? Do you know the rules for XC badge tasks - 
especially how to handle turn points? Prior preparation makes sure that 
when the time comes you are ready to make the most of it. And maybe most 
important thing of all - make the necessary commitment in time to go gliding. Clear time 
in your diary. Set well planned realistic goals and your sense of achievement in gliding will 
soar! 
 
One of the best ways to kick start the season is to come on an expedition. The next one is 
Lleweni Parc from 16th to 31st March, details in the club house. 
 
Graham's aerobatic courses are open for business so please get your name down for some 
aeros training if you want to do well in the Easter Egg Aerobatics Comp. 
 
On the housekeeping front, many thanks to all the members who are helping to keep the 
club house looking smart and welcoming. 

Derek 
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As to the future, the club is actively working to limit and hopefully eliminate the disruption 
caused by tower closures. And plans for the northside relocation of the club are inching 
forward with a debate with Wycombe council on the best type of surface for a gliding club 
runway. 
 
Wishing all our members an excellent gliding year in 2019. 
 

See you up there. 
William Parker - Chairman 
 
 
 

 
 

From the CFI 
Weather wise it's been a good start to the new year with some very 
nice sunny days, and the field is much drier than at this time last year, 
so there have been some very good opportunities for training and 
aerobatic flights. The winter lectures being given by the instructors 
are also proving popular with members. 
 
The 2019 programme is now finalised - and published on the website 
diary - and there are a number of events to look forward to during the 
coming season, the first of which is our spring expedition to Lleweni 
Parc. This site offers excellent ridge soaring on the 30km Denbigh 
ridge as well as the opportunity for exploring wave from the 
Snowdonia range. For the non-flying days the local area is full of fantastic places to visit. 
If you've never been on an expedition before you really should consider coming along. 
Not only are they a fantastic opportunity to experience different soaring techniques from 
a new airfield, they are a great way to get to know your fellow club members and make 
new friends. If you're interested in coming, please do not hesitate to contact me and I'd 
be more than happy to answer any questions that you may have.  
 
The summer expedition will be a return to Klippeneck in southern Germany, a real gem 
of a gliding site offering the most incredible thermal soaring in a spectacular landscape. 
That combined with the on-site facilities, including the hotel, plus the fact it's only a day’s 
drive from Booker really makes it the ideal location for all levels of pilot.  
 
This month was marked by the death of Derek Piggott. Tributes to his many 
achievements have appeared elsewhere. However, Derek’s over-riding contribution to 
gliding as we know it was that after leaving the RAF he founded the post-war gliding 
training framework for BGA clubs, including two-seater instruction and the integration of 
motor glider use into the programme. We have all benefited from the training structure 
he established. 
 
Safe Flying 
Richard Crockett - CFI 
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Norman Woodward  
We are sad to report the death of Norman Woodward on 31st December, peacefully in 
hospital with his son and daughter by his side. Norman, who was a member of the Institute 
of Electrical Engineers, served in the Army in the British Forces Broadcasting Service. He 
also worked for some time as a BBC engineer. His work included recording important events 
on film, for example, the Coronation, and the first broadcast between France and the UK 
across the Channel in the 1950s. Later in life he provided technical support to RD Aviation, 
now AFE.  
 
He was CFI of Oxford University GC at Weston on the Green, and a member of the BBC 
gliding club based at Booker, as well as the Vintage Glider Club. He had shares in an 
Olympia 2b, ASW15 reg 7D and a T21. Booker member John Tournier recalls their final trip 
to Vauville, France with the Oly where Norman out-flew the locals by staying up for hours in 
a convergence. 
 
Norman’s wife Barbara, whom he met at the BBC, died two years ago. He is survived by his 
son Keith and daughter Dawn. 
 
Funeral to be held on Monday 21st January at 1345, Milton Chapel, Chilterns Crematorium, 
Amersham. 
 
 

 

Winter hours  
Office 
Monday   closed 
Tuesday   1100 – 1300 
Wednesday to Friday 0800 – 1430 
Saturday / Sunday  0900 – 1530 
 
Flying  
Throughout the winter, if you wish to fly on Mondays you will need to recruit a tug pilot and 
contact Richard for approval. There will be no instructor in charge. From Tuesday to Sunday 
flying ops will be as normal. 
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Members’ achievements 
Adding to the total for 2018, these achievements occurred too late for inclusion in the 
December edition. Congratulations to: 
 
Nik von Merveldt – Basic Instructor rating 

 
Nik was our Pilot Profile back in August, at which point he had just 
bought a Discus. He’s planning to take it on all three club 
expeditions this year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Jeremy Gilbey – Basic Instructor rating 

 
Jeremy is Booker’s BGA ladder steward and is keen for more 
members to take part by entering their flights and learning from 
comparison with other flights on the same day. He has a share in a 
Shark FES.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Basel Hammond – First solo 
 

Cadet Basel has been fascinated by flying from an early age, his 
aircraft drawings have featured in recent editions of this 
newsletter, and he makes and flies RC models. He is ambitious to 
become an aerobatics pilot – solo is the first step. Here’s his 
reaction: 
This was certainly long awaited, and I had wanted to end the year 
with something special. The weather had finally allowed for it. The 
plan was to fly thrice to perfection, but the key was to enjoy 
myself, not treat it like a test. I must add a cable break was thrown 
in there too! After my third flight there was some silence in the 

cockpit after rolling to a stop. Symeon's voice sounded reassuring: 'Basel, I'm going to send 
you solo.' Condensation was the main concern on this day, but once there was air over it, 
most of it had gone. Taking off felt different - much lighter, and this showed in the climb. I 
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took a deep breath and released. As I flew around the airfield, one thing hit me other than 
the calmness of it all - how busy our skies are. Steve in the Pawnee and Simon flying a trial 
lesson were both in the landing pattern. Helicopters were starting at their ramp. Power flights 
were streaming out of the tarmac runway. And in the distance, jet airliners. I took that all in. 
After flying around for a little bit I came in. Just before turning to final, I promised myself to 
show them a 'landing to look at'. With a smooth thump of the tail skid and main wheel, I 
touched down. I won't forget that moment. On reaching this point I'd like to thank all the 
instructors who have flown with me so far - particularly Symeon who supported me all the 
way; I am a graduate of his evening group. I now feel like it is time to properly learn to fly.  
 
 

 

Wanted – home comforts for the 
summer tug pilot 
It pays to have a happy tug pilot, so we need to make his 
caravan as cosy as possible. He’s going to need some bedding 
when he arrives from Poland – a duvet, pillows, duvet covers 
and pillow cases, so if you have any such items to spare, please 
let the office know. 

 

 
 

Pilot profile   
This month we interview our resident Met Man who provides weather briefings for all our 
comps 

Nils Wedi  

What got you interested in aviation? 
 
As a young boy I was enthusiastic about aviation as most boys 
are, but then at age 14 there was a girl in my neighbourhood 
who did gliding and I got interested. I didn’t get the girl but I fell 
in love with gliding. 
 
When did you start gliding? 
I found out that my school had a teacher who gave extra 
tuition on gliding theory. There was a school gliding club and the teacher had organised 
money from the county to buy a K13 and a K8 for the school – the state supports gliding in 
Germany (at least used to). We flew at a nearby gliding club in Borghorst-Fűchten in 
northern Germany. I went solo at 15 and I flew in a competition against clubs at other 
schools. I also had a winch driving licence – we had to do this before we could get our pilot’s 
licence. 
 
I was very keen on cross-country flying, all in an Astir CS, so I took part in the Robert 
Kronfeld contest. This decentralised competition recognises the achievement of Robert 
Kronfeld who flew the first ever 100k, along the Teutoburger Wald in north west Germany. 
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Flights could be any length but had to include the original 100k. Now was it fate? As it 
happens, Robert Kronfeld was also the first to cross the English Channel in a glider …  
 
 
What happened next? 
 
I started my compulsory military service but cut it short to study (and being bored). I thought 
of being an airline pilot and tested for Lufthansa but didn’t get in, then I tried for ATC, I 
passed all except for English! But by then I had started studying meteorology and really liked 
university. I joined the nearest club, Mainz-Finthen, and fell in love with the LS1f, which for 
some reason no-one else wanted to fly. I did my first 400k in it, and competed in regional 
and county comps, my best position was probably 3rd. In 1995 I left university with a diploma 
and joined the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) in Reading 
and I’ve been there ever since. I finished my PhD in 2005, while working on improving the 
model used for global numerical weather prediction. Having many colleagues from all over 
the world and living in a different country is a great experience. When I arrived in England I 
first converted my motor glider licence to power at White Waltham (just in case the weather 
was too bad), but then joined Booker and soon after bought my LS4, with my colleague 
Henning. 
 
What’s the buzz? 
 
Cross-country is definitely my thing, with the combination of planning, judging the weather 
and opportunities for flights. I also like thermalling, which is bad for comp flying, squeezing 
the last bit out of a thermal. I like the challenge of going to different places, and the final glide 
and completing the flight. In the 1999 Club Class at Nympsfield I am pleased to say I beat G 
Dale and Chris Rollings – but I did take high risks, quite possibly because I had set up my 
then new LX5000 wrongly! 
 
What stage are you at? 
 
I’ve done several 500s, distance diamond, and the Gold height. I’ve flown in many parts of 
then West Germany, Omarama (NZ), Boulder (Colorado), Benalla (AUS) and Saint-Rémy 
(France). 
 
What are your goals? 
 
I’d like to do a 750k in my LS4, although this really would need the right day. 
 
Do you remember any significant moments? 
 
There are many unforgettable moments. Most recently, finishing ahead of Denis Campbell 
and Jim White on the 2018 BGA Ladder. Also, when still at school I learnt the hard way 
about the lee effect of a hill. I couldn’t reach the clouds and I went down so fast, I had to find 
a field very quickly. I flew the approach but found the field sloped down towards some 
houses and a road so I had to put the glider on the ground as quickly as possible. I did some 
damage to the canopy and the teacher told me off, but I’d learned a useful lesson. 
 
What do you do apart from gliding? 
 
I have a share in a Piper Cub which I enjoy flying. I like wind-surfing, and table tennis. 
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Do you have any advice for our readers? 
 
Study meteorology, you will make better use of 
the weather available for your flying. Put your 
flights on the BGA Ladder and on OLC so that 
we can all learn by comparing and analysing 
flights. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ladder Corner 
Exciting news from the Ladder Corner this month.  
The BGA ladder has been revamped. It looks a bit boring 
when you first open it at www.bgaladder.net but that all 
changes once you log in or register (if you're new to the 
service). When you go to my info you will see your ladder 
scores for the season, your flights details as well as any 
images you may have uploaded (yes you can now upload 
images to accompany your flights) as well as our club 
tasks, your personal waypoints and any ad hoc flights. I will 
explain later in this article. 
 
And if you look back at your last season’s flights, they are all there for you to look at. If you 
select one of these - or if you don’t have any choose another pilot’s flight from the daily 
scores page - you will find flight details as well as the flight trace on a map and a graph view 
which is interactive.  
 
The calculator page is now called add flight. You may enter your own flight details without 
reference to the Club Ladder Steward. It looks easier to use than the previous version. 
If you wish to submit your own scores or maintain your own flight details, you need to 
register and log on to the site. All other visitors to this site may continue to calculate their 
own scores, view the latest ladder tables and examine flight details without logging on.  
 
For New Pilots: Registration is a two-part process - the pilot must first select his/her club 
from the list, and then select or enter his/her name, email address and a password. The pilot 
will then have full access to each of his/her own flights. If you forget your password, email 
me and I will send it to you 
 
Subsequent logons will require the email address and a correct password. 
Please try to submit flights ASAP after they are made. Any claim that is submitted by a pilot 
more than 14 days after the flight took place will be subject to a 10% penalty. If there are any 
extenuating circumstances the claimant may appeal to the Club Ladder Steward for 
assistance. 
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Personal waypoints 
You may now fly using personal waypoints separate from the BGA list. These can be 
accessed and maintained from the my info page and are unique to you. If you wish to share 
them with other pilots, they must also enter them as personal waypoints. 
 
Ad hoc logger flights 
In order to illustrate airspace usage by UK glider pilots the BGA requests that logger files be 
made available to them whenever possible. Most logger files are supplied by pilots making 
cross-country claims using the BGA National Ladder. 
This ad hoc facility has been created for pilots who are willing to supply logger files without 
the extra hassle of making a ladder claim, so any flight you do for which you have a trace 
can be entered on the site. 
 
Click the Upload button to continue. The description field is optional, and you are able to 
remove the uploaded file at any time. 
 
There is no need to supply an ad hoc logger file if you have already posted the file as part of 
a regular ladder entry. 
 
Reasons to enter flights 
Remember there are three reasons to enter your flights on the ladder:  
1. For the gliding movement: statistics of the number of kms flown help the BGA fight to 

keep our airspace against continual threats 
2. For your own satisfaction: 

putting flights on the ladder 
allows you to keep an easy 
record of your flights, gives 
them a value based on BGA 
guidelines as to shape of task 
and distance. Simply, a 
triangle gets more points than 
an out and return and the 
better the shape of the triangle 
the more points. 

3. For the benefit of the club and 
fellow pilots: you can 
download files put on by other 
pilots; If you have fallen out of 
the sky somewhere, you can 
see that another pilot flying the 
same task has got through that 
hiatus by a different route. I 
think that we can all learn a 
considerable amount by 
considered flight analysis and 
comparison, and the ladder 
allows us to do that.  
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And finally…. 
Is everyone happy with the current club tasks? Do they work well for you? They can be 
programmed into your logger and flown without pre-declaration in either direction. You can 
check them by going to the my info page. Let me know if you have any changes you would 
like to be considered. 
 
Do drop me an email if you forget your password. And visit www.bgaladder.net to see what 
it’s all about. 
 
Looking forward to seeing you at the club.   
Jeremy Gilbey jeremy@gilbey.eu  
 
 

 

Winter Lecture Series 
Not so much lectures as briefings aimed at helping early solo pilots, Bronze candidates and 
others to make progress in their gliding, here is the programme for 2019. All are welcome 
regardless of experience. All the talks start at 10.00 unless otherwise advertised. Further 
topics will be added in due course.  
 
The diary on the website includes details of all club activities: 
http://www.bookergliding.co.uk/members/BGC3459.html 
 
 12th January:  Meteorology by Jane Moore 

 19th January:  Principles of Flight by Symeon Economou 

 26th January:  Communications by Henry Ross 

 2nd February:  Aircraft General Knowledge by Chris Rowland 

 9th February:  Flight Planning and Performance by Bob Smith 

 16th February:  Navigation by Steve Williams 

 23rd February:  tba 

 2nd March:  tba 

 9th March:  Field Landings by William Parker 
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Familiar aircraft 
Cadet Basel Hammond offers a couple more of his detailed drawings of aircraft. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pitts S2a 
belonging to Paul 
Avery 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Spitfire Vc – now 
with clipped wings 
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Dates for your diary 
2019 

9th March:   Annual General Meeting 

12th March:   Parachute packing   

16th – 31st March:   Lleweni Parc expedition http://www.denbighgliding.co.uk/ 

6th - 7th April:   Easter Egg Cup Aerobatics comp 

22nd – 28th April:  Instructor Training week 

17th – 18th May:  The Elite, London 

8th – 23rd June:  Klippeneck expedition 

13th – 15th June:  Aero Expo 

13th – 21st July:  Booker Regionals 

14th – 15th September: Whispering Wardrobes Vintage weekend 

12th – 27th October:  Aboyne expedition 

 

 
 

Club Communications 
We use Yahoo email groups, which we encourage all members to subscribe to, in order to provide a quick way 
to communicate with the membership. We also use WhatsApp. Details are below. 
 
Booker XC WhatsApp group – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country. Provides the opportunity 
to share task ideas, co-ordinate rigging etc. Ask an instructor to add you.  
 
Booker GC Forum – Open to all members to participate. The Forum provides the opportunity to share ideas 
about the Club. Send an email to: bookergc-forum-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 
and include your name and membership number when applying. 
 
Booker GC Expeditions – Open to all members to participate. Send an email to: 
bookergc-expeditions-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 
and include your name and membership number when applying. 
 
Booker GC X-C – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country or who aspire to develop their cross-
country skills. Send an email to: bookergc_xc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 
and include your name and membership number when applying. 
 
Booker GC Instructors – This is for Booker instructors only to email each other easily. Mainly used for 
swapping duty days. Send an email to: bookergc_instructors-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and 
include your name and membership number when applying. 
 

The Booker GC website at www.bookergliding.co.uk has a Members Page. This contains the latest Club 
news snippets and links to previous newsletters, meeting minutes and several useful and informative Club 
documents. The Members page is accessible to everybody (not just members) but certain documents, such as 
committee minutes need a user i/d and password. To obtain these, go to the members’ page and click on the 
‘email Administrator’ link. Don’t forget to include your name and membership number. 
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For the latest news about what’s happening check out  

http://bookergc.blogspot.com/ and https://www.facebook.com/bookerglidingclub 
 

 
*** All views expressed within the newsletter are those of the contributors and do not necessarily represent the 

views of the Club or committee *** 
 

Contributions to the newsletter are welcome. If you would like to submit an article for a future edition please 
send it to Jane Moore at jxmoore@gmail.com 
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